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ABSTRACT
This paper presents and documents a model for telling history through technology
using the Ward One application for iOS mobile devices as a test site for the idea of
conceptual mapping. The historical-information delivery system was created to mobilize
the rhetoricity of representation that is a procedural necessity of technological mediation.
The paper begins by explaining the exigence of the app—to tell the history of an
African-American community displaced from the land now occupied by the University of
South Carolina as a result of racially discriminating housing policies in Columbia, SC
and across the United States. It then addresses the complexity and rhetoricity of
historiography and technology and advocates responsible history-telling before
presenting the conceptual mapping model and documenting its development and
implementation.
By adding context to historical content in order to connect historical data
conceptually, the information distribution model provides a historical narrative in line
with Derrida’s conception of events as being indeterminately connected, outwardly
constructed, and disjointed. Through its implementation in a geolocative mobile app, it
invites interactors to move through space and reconsider how the historical past shapes
the present. As a rhetorical device that reframes the experience of the present, it functions
as a model of what Hayden White calls practical history-telling.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
History is an always complicated progression and regression of situated time, and
additional complexity comes from the rhetorical effect of telling pieces of history as a
means of telling the whole. The included data points chosen from among all those on the
plane of time are always presented from some vantage in time and place, and the decision
of what to include and exclude in the narration affects how people understand and
interact in the world. The persuasive potential of historical narration is recorded as far
back as the 5th century BC when rhetoric and history co-evolved as disciplines in ancient
Greece (Ash 195-196). In fact, the art of persuasion was an underlying element of both
rhetoric and history throughout the Roman period and, as Rhiannon Ash argues, “both
activities were strongly rooted in the present and in the future” and actively created a
position about the past “as a way to influence contemporary conduct” (203).
The act of purposefully influencing conduct in the present and future through
statements about the past is one that itself requires some unpacking. Because choices
about the content and delivery of information affect the way people know the world,
narratives of history, or historiographies, can be seen as performative—changing the
experience of reality through the act of telling. The desire to tell history in a useful and
relatable way, through what Hayden White describes as presenting a “practical past,”
gives incentive to utilize the rhetorical space of narration to tell history ethically and
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representatively (Practical Practical xiii-xiv). 1 Telling history in a mobile app equipped
with geolocative functionality is a natural delivery system by which to experience time
and place through the seamless presentation of discrete data. But as with history,
technology is also always complicated.
Due to its accessibility and geolocative utility, mobile technology offers
tremendous potential. It is naturally well suited to tell history because the ubiquity and
network connectivity of mobile devices means that users are always already (though
often unconsciously) confronting spatiality through them. However, the medium has
specific constraints on narrating history—many of which go unseen. Tucked away in
algorithms and back-end databases, how data is structured, managed, processed, and
presented affects its reception, all of which alters the configuration of decision spaces.
The structure of a data system determines what connections can and cannot be
made between data points, and, ultimately, what possible outcomes can emerge. Thus,
possibilities of what “can be” are shaped by both what information is presented, and how
it has been made processable to comply with the technical requirements of its algorithm.
And, just as a decision space of possible connections can expand and contract through the
structure and holdings of a database, representation for the sake of processability can
misrepresent. The dual nature of both structural design and the content management
practices required of digitization endow the practices with meaning-making potential
(Mak 1515). It also makes technology always rhetorical, always performative, and always
biased according to the constraints and assumptions placed on it by its designers.

1

In his 2014 book The Practical Past, White adopts the term practical past from Michael Oakeshott’s
1999 work as he contemplates the performative space where history and literature meet in narration.
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How, then, can a technological content delivery system be best used to influence
reception and understanding of place in a practical and responsible way? What are the
technological affordances and constraints that must be negotiated in order to do so? And,
by what procedures? Narrating history through a mobile phone app must take advantage
of technological and computational affordances, and be conscientious of its rhetoricity.
To add more representational responsibilities to ethical ones, the app should also respond
to the non-compartmentalized ways that history is experienced. Again, how?
The Ward One Application for iOS mobile phones, a geolocative mobile app
being designed by students at the University of South Carolina (USC), serves as the
exigence and test site for producing a narrativizing content delivery system that accounts
for the rhetorical nature and performative effects of computational storytelling by adding
context to content items. 2 Through programmed comparisons of conceptuallyrepresented content items in a database, the algorithm suggests content to produce a
narrative. It does so in a process I will call conceptual mapping.
Because databases and algorithms themselves stand as rhetorical constructs,
documenting their exigence—the exigent material and social situation that elicits their
response, the ways and means in which they do respond to situation, and the constraints
under which they operate, should precede their use as performative objects. Defining
exigence in this way is in line with Lloyd Bitzer’s conception, given in “Functional
Communication: A Situational Perspective.” Following this framework attempts to reveal
and explain the many layers of representation that are required for the Ward One
Application (“the App”) to forge conceptual relations and it aims to highlight the

2

The terms content items and data will be used interchangeably and when used with regard to the App,
refer to the historical data curated for the Ward One project.
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cumulative rhetoricity of the system. To do this, I will first discuss Ward One and the
state of the Ward One App as a test site for the content delivery model. Then I will
discuss the logic and methods that inform the database and algorithm that drive the
conceptual mapping system. Lastly, the testing phase of the narrativizing algorithm will
be chronicled along with reflections and insights about the system’s performance.
1.1 LAYERS OF REPRESENTATION
Because we cannot see and experience all of the world at once, systems of
representation organize and structure reality in information systems so that it can be
processed. This is true whether information is being represented in human recognizable
sign systems, or is formalized for processing by computers. Aristotle referred to three
different forms of representation in Poetics: the objects being represented, the means or
mode used to represent an object, and the manner or method by which the object is
represented. 3 On top of that, the subfield of information organization in the Information
Science tradition recognizes up to seven layers of representation called for in computeraided information retrieval—especially when the phenomenon being investigated is
complex and the data copious (Sperberg-McQueen).
Theorizing and chronicling the development of a content suggestion method that
approximates history in a particular way and is to be utilized in mobile technology calls
upon many of these types of representation. The formal representation of information is
at the core of modeling and is necessary in order for information retrieval to work. Items
must be described according to their types, properties, relationships, concepts, and
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Writing about dramatic narratives, Aristotle used the term imitation to talk about the “conscious art or
mere habit,” of representing various objects through a medium, and how the different ways of imitation
produce different narrative or dramatic effect (I.I).
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function and these representations should facilitate the building of appropriate
relationships. Also, an algorithmic model must represent the way information is desired
to be suggested. These requirements constitute what we can call representation for the
sake of processability. However, there is not only one process to produce one outcome.
The desired outcome for the Ward One model is a telling of history that is suggestive and
not didactic and thus, data and the data systems needed to be structured to facilitate
particular, indeterminate types of relationships.
The creation of a suggestion system that tells about an event requires another type
of representation. Getting to tell the “true story” that reflects the “real story” (reality)
through the telling of history requires that the “real story” be properly represented,
according to Hayden White (“Value of Narrativity” 8). Following that premise grants
historiography with the potential to mediate between what really happened and what is
claimed to have happened by adding layers of contextual representation—properly
representing events by giving context to them.
The relationships between technology, epistemology, human action, and
performance are often problematized by the disciplines of Media Studies and Rhetoric
through new materialist theories. But about representation, epistemology, and ontology,
Library and Information Science (LIS) also has much to offer. Specifically, LIS
scholarship offers answers to the practical questions of data representation that undergird
its presentation and subsequent reception. In discussing how technology can be employed
to tell history, I will be drawing from these three fields.
.
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CHAPTER 2
THE MATERIAL AND SOCIAL EXIGENCE OF THE PROJECT
The Ward One App tells the history of the former residents of Ward One, an
African American community that was displaced from the University area of downtown
Columbia, South Carolina as a result of discriminatory housing policies that were enacted
in the city and across the nation. 4 The mobile phone app intends not only to introduce
people to the history of Ward One and local housing policies, but also to invite them to
think about place differently. The App has been in development as part of a
multidisciplinary class called “Critical Interactives,” which was team-taught by Computer
Science professor Duncan Buell and Media Arts professor Heidi Rae Cooley at the
University of South Carolina from 2015-2018. Over the course of four semesters, four
sets of students contributed to the App’s construction.5 In the development of the App,
the first question that needed to be addressed was how to tell the history of the Ward One
community using technology. A primary reason for creating a mobile application as a
mode for telling the history of Ward One and urban renewal in Columbia, was to
capitalize on the geolocative functionality of GPS-equipped mobile technology in order
to encourage people to engage with history as part of the experience of now.

4

Background about the effects of urban renewal policies can be found in Appendix A.
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This thesis chronicles my work of designing a narrativizing content delivery method. The work was
conceived in Spring 2018 as a member of the final Critical Interactives cohort, but conducted after and
apart from the class.
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2.1 ANSWERING PROCEDURALITY
In the initial design of the App’s back-end, the preliminary question was
answered by developing a folder-type information delivery system whereby interactors6
have access to all information relevant to a location when they arrive at that location, and
the interactor simply selects from a number of options, including image, audio, video, or
panorama. For example, they arrive at 827 Assembly Street, the current address of the
Koger Center for the Performing Arts, and open the locational pin to receive the
information pertaining to their location. There they find that Mattie Robertson once lived
at that address and have access to audio interview clips of Mattie telling her experiences
of family, community, and friendship, as well as stories of discrimination and
disappointment.
Folder-type logic is easily understood by interactors and is an effective form of
information management when users either know where to look, or they have stored
information themselves in order to meet a future need. However, that method of delivery
failed to capitalize on the power of mobile geolocative technology, thereby limiting the
semiotic potential of the Application. It also was incompatible with the experience of
history because the data structure would not integrate time into situation except by also
slotting time into folders. The desire that a timeline be introduced to the App as a bar on
the bottom of the screen which marked a place on the timeline corresponding to the
content object being viewed, made the incongruence more evident.
Specifically, a data structure that presents designated packets of information at
designated sites (even if activated by geolocation) would require that historical events be
6

In line with performative views of human-computer interaction which see human end-users—through
their interaction with devices—as being part of the feedback loop of information processing, the term
interactor is used in place of, or in synonymy with, user.
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placed in particular folders. If they were all placed in a timeline folder, the relevance of
historical events would never integrate with sites and geolocation, and if timeline events
were slotted into site folders, their greater impact would not be identifiable. The old data
structure would have required relegating an event like the 1976 Columbia Housing
Authority policy which began shifting it efforts from decentralized low-income housing
to single-family-homes scattered throughout Richland County (content item 493) into
some folder that would be accessed only at a particular location. But which location?
Representation for the sake of folder-like processability would mean that the
cataloger would need to decide which place is affected. Or if there was no such place, the
data would not be entered into the database at all. If content item 493 was placed in a
locational hub folder for the Carolina Coliseum, it would imply that the policy was
impactful to that area, and because folders are closed sets, it would also imply that it did
not impact other areas. Adding a linear timeline to the folder-like database structure
would effectively say that a policy affected this and not that, and happened here and not
there—a concern to which we will return.
It is true that data models and graphical depictions of history commonly take the
form and structure of linearity, as in a timeline. Likely this is a consequence of
functionality, since how else does one depict or structure what is ambient? Yet linear
timelines, arguably, offer imprecise characterizations of history and are moreover
ontologically7 incompatible with data-driven storytelling in a mobile application because
movement, the telling of history, and the presentation of a timeline require different data
structures to integrate in the way we hoped. If linearity was not the right way to conceive
7

In Computer and Information Science, a database ontology “...can be viewed as a level of abstraction of
data models, analogous to hierarchical and relational models, but intended for modeling knowledge about
individuals, their attributes, and their relationships to other individuals” (Gruber 1).
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time, what was? This second complication of data integration prompted another question
about alternatives. How can we tell history in the impossible way that it is experienced—
grounded in the way things have come to be, while freely floating behind and beyond us?
The design of the new content delivery system was conceived to address the
limitations of folder logic in expressing historical events since events do not exist in
partitioned spaces, but on the contrary, are consequences and causes, singular yet
aggregated. Timelines provide both necessary framing and incompatible views of history.
Timelines tell what happened, but cannot express the complexity of causality since
relationships in time, on a line, are always only through the immediate past—unduly
granting causation to nearer events. Confronting this complexity provoked the next
question. How might we model history in a way that depicts how things came to be the
way they are? How would that work? How to confront interactors with the history of the
landscape they traverse in order to underscore that past decisions, for example, shape the
present—but then often become obfuscated by the fact that historical context soon
dissolves into habits of what things look like now?
This inspired a revision of the content delivery system to combine conceptual and
geolocative mapping as a way to encourage interactors to explore both content and
location by prompting them to view additional content. The new system employs contenttagging to connect concepts to locations in an effort to encourage engagement across the
Ward One area, thereby maximizing the spatial dimension afforded by geolocation and
aligning more compatibly with the goal of the project and with a duty to providing
contextual foregrounding to historical events. The App’s reconceived content delivery
system is based on the idea that concepts such as discrimination, segregation,
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displacement, politics, disappointment, family, love, memory, and community have
become part of the landscape of the University campus and vicinity through the enfolding
of ideology into policy and policy into enactment. This premise is the basis on which
conceptual mapping was designed as a method for telling the event.
The design of the data system assumes a non-linear and networked ontology
where each content item is always a combination of the conceptual features of which it is
comprised. By tagging content from a list of concepts that characterizes this set of data,
content items become vectors of their latent conceptual features and their geotags and
historical date (if applicable) for the purpose of comparison. The geotags, then, enable
conceptual mapping of the physical space and movement within it by conceptual
comparison. The dates activate the scrolling timeline—providing the interactor with
another indicator or movement in time. Conceptual mapping, as proposed in this thesis, is
a way to maximize the spatial dimension of history telling afforded by geolocation, and
has the benefit of offering a custom user-experience. What Michelle Ballif has referred to
as the impossibility of historical events (244) and Hayden White, has posed as a
challenge for historical narratives to tell history practically (Practical Past 97-99), is
addressed by using concepts as context.
2.2 TELLING THE IMPOSSIBLE EVENT
The difficulty of describing an event is theorized by Jacque Derrida. Derrida’s
description of the “event” questions its boundaries, its exigence, and its arrangement.
Where does a historical event begin? Over multiple works including “A Certain
Impossibility of Saying the Event,” “Signature Event Context,” and “Structure, Sign and
Play in the Discourse of Human Sciences,” Derrida suggests events are defined by
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exceptionalism and, therefore, irreducible to norms and rules; they must be traumatic and
unpredictable; and they must be externally constructed and not a product of potentiality
or inevitability. To Michelle Ballif in “Writing the Event,” this conceptualization of
events correctly eschews traditional historical thinking which reinforces its own theories
relating to the how and why of historical narratives by placing them in a constrained
context—a period with its own boundaries (243-244). On the contrary, goes Derrida:
events are singular and not necessarily sequential (“A Certain Impossible” 446). Ballif
calls the telling of an event a life or death problem and calls for ethical historiography
that is not tied to time, but in tune with it (244). It must be open to the non-serial
construction of event occurrences because the event may transcend it.
Through its argument that history is embedded in the landscape, and its tracing of
occurrences and recollections using complex conceptual markers in order to tell the
historical event, the Ward One database and algorithm render possible what Ballif (and
Derrida) consider an impossible ideal—a novel account of history that can move beyond
the confines of knowledge by using conceptual relations inherent to them and thereby be
capable of transcending the linearity of time.
The idealization and evaluation of a non-sequential history are also espoused by
Hans Kellner, Hayden White, and Michael Oakeshott. Kellner makes two contributions to
this idea. First, he says we only experience time sequentially when we look backwards,
and second, he remarks that cultural belonging cannot be understood except through
context or when recognized through reflection (235). Causality in establishing those
relationships is not simple because historical distance is not simple, he argues (240).
There are temporal distances, distances between narrator and reader, and value
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differences with regard to historical outcomes. “No moment in time stands or speaks for
itself; it is always a figure without meaning or place until fulfilled by a later moment,
itself without its own meaning since the present is never present” (Kellner 240). The
complication of causality and the complexity of historical distance become issues that are
addressed in the construction of a similarity index for suggesting content in the Ward One
mobile app. Ultimately, it responds by contextualizing events as aggregations of their
latent features, as already mentioned and further documented in section 4.3 of chapter 4.
Context, accurate representation (of the real versus the true), and continuity in
narratives are also subjects in Hayden White’s “The Value of Narrativity in the
Representation of Reality,” and The Practical Past, both of which focus on narrativizing
historical accounts. Historical narratives, he posits, are always mediated by the artifacts
chosen by historians to comprise them. Accordingly, he argues that historians have an
obligation to responsibly represent power and agency in narratives in order to construe a
“usable or practical past” as opposed to a simple “historical past” (PracticalPast 10, 15).
By so doing, narratives can become mediators between true representation and reality and
between the absence and presence of a story that is untold (“Value of Narrativity” 8).
Absolved from chronological investigations of the past, narratives can offer a way for a
truly public history told by individuals or other memory institutions reaching back in time
to reclaim identity.
Concept mapping provides a view of events that allows one to learn lessons from
the past, and because the method is programmed into a mobile, touchscreen device, it
imbricates the interactor into the progression of time and makes the narrative practical.
By enveloping the interactor into the same history, the suggestive narrative that is
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generated on location becomes a way to use the past to understand the present. In this
sense, Ward One App’s construction as a non-traditional memory system that represents
power and agency contextually through concepts, and produces a historical narrative
through which individuals might reconsider social issues can be taken as a public history
project constructing a practical past.
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CHAPTER 3
THE WAYS AND MEANS OF RHETORICAL DESIGN:
THEORETICAL CONCERNS AND PRACTICAL RESPONSES
Abandoning folders and committing to content suggestion through conceptual
similarity required redesigning the database and creating a means by which to compare
content. But creating functionality by which the prompt “more?” operates and presents
data entries as a story about the eradication of a community is complicated on many
levels. Technology mediates information reception from the inside out—from the unseen
processes of representation that are required to make data processable, to the experienced
interaction with the App on site. Representation of data and exigent, material situation
affects narrative, which affects/constrains/opens possibilities for argumentation, which is
performative. Indeed, technology is never neutral, and in it, we have embedded ontology
through representation and systemic programming.
Theoretical concerns about ethical representation in data systems have been taken
up by Media Studies theorists Tara McPherson (in Feminism in a Software Lab, a
critique of modularity); Lev Manovich and Paul Dourish (in “Database as a Symbolic
Form” and The Stuff of Bits, both analyses of the constraints of arguing through database
structures); Wendy Chun (in “The Enduring Ephemeral” and Programed Visions, both
discussions of computationally assisted remembering and forgetting); and Jay Bolter and
Richard Grusin (in Remediation: Understanding New Media, which focuses on the
effects of technological mediation). Similar concerns about the rhetorical effects of
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technological mediation are expressed by scholars of Rhetoric like James Brown, Jr. (in
Ethical Programs, a text which addresses the persuasiveness of algorithmic and database
design); Ian Bogost (in Persuasive Games, a discussion of how the procedurality of
computation persuades and shapes possibility spaces); Kevin Brock and Dawn Shephard
(in “Understanding how Algorithms Work Persuasively” which considers how matching
works as a procedural enthymeme); and Marilyn Cooper and Thomas Rickert (in
“Rhetorical Agency” and Ambient Rhetoric respectively, both of which address hidden
persuasion in nonhuman rhetorical activity). These studies share theoretical concerns
with the Ward One project—especially, the interest in the rhetorical impact of
representation, which is fundamental to data modeling.
Additionally, there are also Digital Humanities projects which share
characteristics with the Ward One project. Examples include models of interactive
narration that utilize algorithmic suggestion, (including David Ventura and David
Brogan’s DINAH; Nick Montfort’s “The Pleasure of the Text Adventure;” and Wendy
Chun and Raegan Kelly’s “Programmed Visions”); models of narration made through
concept tagging (Pauline Raffery and Fawaz Albinfalah’s “A Tale of Two Images”);
examples of computer games programmed to encourage engagement with history (Kevin
Kee’s Pastplay); the use of modeling to produce maps of relationships in works of
literary fiction (Bill Benzon’s “Toward a Computational Historicism”) and Franco
Moretti’s “Maps” and “Network Theory”); and most closely related to the Ward One
App, is its prototype, the iPad enabled historical narrative “Ghosts of the Horseshoe” by
Heidi Rae Cooley and Duncan Buell.
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In both Media Studies and Rhetoric, there is critical concern about the rhetoricity
of technological objects and the ways that computational persuasion materializes.
However, few, if any, models in either discipline which attempt historical narration also
programmatically tackle the ethical concerns of technology in information systems.
Precedent can be found, however, in Library and Information Science and pieced together
through information management practices in the field.
3.1 REPRESENTING CONCEPTUAL RELATIONSHIPS AS A WAY TO
STRENGTHEN CONTEXT
To begin with, establishing a means by which to compare content requires
representing content in a way that makes objects relate to one another. For retrieval,
content items must have some properties that define them so that they can be located and
accessed. Actually, information, on its own, is not an inherently precious resource (Jones
456); it is valuable first when it is findable, and then when it relates to something or gives
meaning to something. Without context, it is un-relatable. In a one-to-one matching
system, this can be accomplished minimally by using simple index numbers and calling
content sequentially. Though a limited approach, it can still be part of an advanced
retrieval process when context is added. For example, Dewey Decimal numbers nimbly
add context and granularity through disciplinary categorization. In “Books in Space,”
Witmore and Hope recognize relational tagging as an exemplar of data management
practice which suggests material by grouping it in physical proximity to other
conceptually related material. Through relational coding-–coding based on conceptual
relationships—knowledge floats freely yet stays contextualized within its subject area
(Witmore and Hope 16-17). Much like Dewey’s library model, the conceptual mapping
model implemented in the Ward One App presents freely floating knowledge or content
16

information that is tethered to ideological concepts captured in physical space. Plus, it is
structured against decontextualization since no available conceptual metadata is omitted,
and concepts provide the basis on which comparison is made. This construction allows
the past to float freely within the bounds of concepts and be re-presented in the present.
LIS scholar Cal Lee describes context as the set of things, factors, or attributes
that are related to, but not identical to a particular target object in important ways.
Through context, which describes the larger discourse in which single or smaller factors
are situated, actors can better understand and act within the situation at hand (Lee 97).
Context relates to history by adding mass around a target object and also around an
event—allowing it to be both found and relatable. Further, the capacity of context to
focus attention and add right meaning (Bre´zillon 49) makes it natural for utilization in a
historical narrative schema.
3.2 DATA REPRESENTATION AND INDEXING SYSTEMS
Archival theory and practice support descriptive indexing practices since the role
of indexing is essentially to describe what a document is about by assigning stand-in
terms through a controlled process. However, one part of indexing also involves
managing data based on the assumed needs of a user or on how a retrieval algorithm is
assumed to consume data. Descriptive, contextual information added to bibliographic
metadata provide a content object with a place in relation to other objects that are
indexed. Browsing and serendipitous discovery enabled by the contextualizing practices
of library archives which produce a “rich set of nodes in a network of contextual
information” (Lee 116) are analogous to the effects of concept tagging in the Ward One
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App. Contextualization links historical events relationally and encourages exploration of
the contemporary landscape.
To accomplish this, concept tags are added.8 Content items are each manually
tagged with associated concepts and weighted either 1 or 2 to indicate implicit or explicit
relationships respectively. This information is added to the item’s metadata. Metadata
fields include: filetype, type, source, name, short description, full text description
[caption], location, thumbnail, temporal start, temporal end, (various legacy categories),
and related concepts. The database interface is shown in Appendix Figure B.4. The list of
possible tags is used as an authoritative and controlled system to ensure that each concept
holds meaning. Thus, this process endured significant deliberation since it essentially
encodes authority and identification, forges connections, and affects experience
(“Practical Principles” 1). “[T]here is so much richness...in terminology that we often
need to impose some order to facilitate agreement between concepts within the site and
the vocabulary of the person using it”; controlled vocabulary does that (Leise). It enables
consistency by maintaining a preferred term (the tag) and variant terms (its definition and
associated terms). The Ward One data system uses controlled vocabulary not only to
express the concepts contained in the data, but also to relate a progression of history—
breaking away from the idea that only the most recent history impacts current situations.
Concept tagging is not used to increase search-ability/locate-ability so much as to
place/locate the present moment in place and time.
Concept-based information retrieval has been used in language processing in the
works of Kyunghye Yoon (923) and Lynda Lhadj et al. (2925) by using concepts to reach

8

A master list of concept tags for the Ward One project can be found in Appendix Table B.1. This list
includes tags, their definitions, and variant terms.
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beyond words in a bag and match documents to queries in a more nuanced manner than
traditional natural language matching. While the application is different between
language processing and conceptual mapping, there is a similarity in functionality.
Because a conceptual tag has some freedom of interpretation but is authoritatively
defined, linkages between items through concepts have some fluidity in movement
beyond what is most near. Hence, representation for the sake of concept mapping (i.e.
tagging) allows content items to be related to events that are not necessarily adjacent on a
timeline, but are similar or consequence-ial in some other way.
3.3 MOBALIZING PROCESSABILITY
The desired result of the Ward One App is to present a historical account. To
realize this goal, the new data system utilizes the facility of movement that concept
tagging encourages to produce a geospatially-actualized historiography. By capitalizing
on the associative meanings in concepts in order to relate events across space and time,
and retaining the contextual integrity of archival content items, the App avoids
oversimplified deductions like “displaced people” happened here and then at the pinned
marker—and not there and now. As claimed, to say that urban renewal policies are not
part of “now” and “there” would be misleading. Central to making this distinction is the
associative/dissociative capabilities of conceptual tagging.
On a meta-level, tagging is a complex task involving interpretation and
signification. Content items collected about Ward One include photographs and personal
histories of Ward One members. Tagging photos is especially difficult because, as
Rafferty and Albinfalah say, one “do[es]n’t necessarily have text to anchor meaning” and
because the tagger is responsible for superimposing her subjective meaning on images by
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using signifying text that can anchor meaning through captions or tags (607). In practical
terms, though, Rafferty and Albinfalah advocate that context in relation to the meaning of
an image should include the physical place in which an image is situated, and the
people’s discussions around the space of the image (608). Certainly, context can play a
significant role in decoding meaning. A driving force behind the suggestion algorithm, in
fact, is a view that the summation of context about a thing is an important indicator of
what that thing is about.
Together, data modeling, data representation, tagging for contextualization, and
indexing enable the document retrieval process that is designed to suggest content from
the database to interactors. In the preceding chapters the rationale for these procedures
was outlined, in the following chapters the development, prototyping, and
implementation stages will be documented. Developing the metadata, establishing a welldefined set of tags using controlled vocabulary, and developing an algorithm that
approximates narration has been an activity of intentional strategizing to make sure that
the back-end organization can be accessed by the middle tier algorithm and presented on
the front-end as a historical account. Where representation opens the possibility of
misrepresentation at every stage, documenting one’s work is an important practice.
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CHAPTER 4
METHODS FOR CONCEPTUAL MAPPING:
DOCUMENTING REPRESENTATION AND PROCESSABILITY
Designing a database structure is all about representation and balancing
responsibility with potential for meaning-making, maintain Information Scientist Bonnie
Mak in “Archeology of Digitization” and Digital Humanist Marilyn Deegan in
“Collection and Preservation of an Electronic Edition.” Design begins from a question of
what information structure is required to make the desired type of argument, knowing
that every data model is inherently rhetorical and performative owing to the levels of
representation that make them processable and the processes that they enact. Thus, design
should aim to be responsibly performative. Using technology to tell history in a way that
strives to change perceptions of how the present moment is shaped does, indeed, require
conscientious design. This chapter documents the decisions made in developing the
information delivery system for the Ward One App so that the method is transparent-where databases and algorithmic processes are typically opaque.
4.1 METHODS FOR MAPPING
As laid out in chapter 2, the conceptual mapping system for the Ward One App
needed to answer the challenges of narrating a historical event and also be compatible
with the desire that the story of racial discrimination in housing policies be suggestive
and not didactic. Meeting these goals required that the model express events as relational
rather than causal. Placing information into folders certainly contextualizes it, but it also
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constrains it by making associations definitive. The goal, instead, was to present each
content item on its own but as a compilation of its conceptual features. The argument
should not be about a specific micro-location, like the Coliseum (or the construction of
the Coliseum), or a specific person’s account of history, because such a presentation
would still utilize a folder-like logic. Rather, it might suggest that those instances are all
evidence of a larger story of institutional racism that played out across the map of
Columbia, SC. Therefore, information should be related to concepts; and, if a
considerable amount of content was also related to the concrete structures of the map or
timeline, then the concepts (identified in conceptually tagged content) would gain mass
and populate micro-locational hubs and satellites and would also engage with the
timeline. The logic can be summarized by saying that content relates to concepts and also
to time and place, the latter two which are fixed, allowing the narrative to float freely
around fixed points.
It can be notated as:
Cj: the jth Content Item in the database
Pi: the ith Concept from the list of 54 concept tags
Tm: the mth Decade from the list of 13 decades
Sl: the lth Site from the list of 24 sites
α: weight from the set of {1, 2}
Cj = {(α P1 ... α Pj), (T1 ... Tm), (S1 ... Sl)}:
Each content item in the database is always and only called upon given its
combined conceptual and temporal instantiation.
For example, C220 = {(2social_practice, 2memories, 2community, 1family,
2schools, 1education), (union_train_station hub, saxon_school)} means that content item
number 220 (a recording of Ward One community member Richard Caughman talking
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about the Saxon School in which he says the children attended school in shifts because of
overcrowding), is explicitly related to social_practice, memories, community, and
schools; implicitly related to family and education; and is marked by sites
union_train_station hub and the saxon_school. 9
Representing the database holdings as composites of their latent concepts was
labor intensive and required a high level of understanding about the information in order
to be able to make meaningful distinctions and connections among data. This experience
is typical, as corroborated by Dourish et al.’s documentation of the information system
design for the Placeless Document system in “Extending Document Management
Systems.” The database and its algorithm for the Ward One project were developed in
coordination via prototyping and refinement through to its implementation. Testing was
done to evaluate how the algorithm ultimately suggested “more?” content and
encouraged movement in a way consistent with a non-linear understanding of historical
events and a responsibility to acknowledge the ways processability affects retrieval and
delivery. Design and prototyping are naturally repetitive. In fact, the process is often
modeled as a flowing waterfall10 (Royce 329). The following chronicle of design,
therefore, may seem repetitive, though in iterative processes, it is progressive.
I began by reviewing all the content that had been collected over the course of the
three classes. Students had culled and curated content from the Moving Image Research
Collection (MIRC), municipal archives of the city of Columbia, Caroliniana Library
9

Definitions given to conceptual tags are listed on the Master Tag document under the heading “similarly
tagged concepts.” That list can be found in Appendix B.
10

Royce’s model of project design depicts the flow of activities like a cascading waterfall. Stages of project
design include specifying the requirements , design of system architecture, implementation with software,
verification, and maintenance
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Digital Collections, and boxes of material about Ward One shared by Dr. Bobby
Donaldson of USC’s Center for Civil Rights History. The bulk of the content fell into
three categories: moving image interviews conducted with four former Ward One
residents by the 2016 class; information collected about the history and geography of
Ward One which was supplemented by two USC master’s theses on Ward One history by
Staci L. Richey and Ashley Boulknight; and written accounts gathered through a writing
workshop attended by six former Ward One members in Spring 2017.To this data set, the
2018 class added content to populate a historical timeline, more photographs of the Ward
One homes, and historical information and images of the commercial district on
Washington Street where many African Americans in the Ward and around Columbia
shopped and banked. Another interview panel was conducted in April 2018 to gain
insight and recollection from Ward One residents about specific places where the
database was sparse. With this more complete dataset, tagging commenced.
4.2 DEFINING RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH CONCEPT TAGGING
The representation of data is thoroughgoing, and concept tagging is central to its
performance. Therefore, refining tags was critical and required scrutiny and a sense of
accountability. The tags that originated from the 2017 list were refined and defined over
months and the resulting master list was not used until every content item that had been
collected as of Spring 2018 had been viewed. This was imperative for ensuring that
context was not unacknowledged through omissions, because omission would reframe
the narrative. Though the list of tags endured significant scrutiny, it would benefit from
being reviewed by another researcher. Defining racism, segregation, and the other
concepts for an app is not the job of one person, but a group. Even conceptually, racism
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does not manifest the same for any two people, so consensus is required. The method for
compiling the master list of tags with its authority key of definitions is documented in
Appendix B: Prototyping.
Prototyping exposed more entanglements of concepts and their manifestations
across space. As I revised and redefined the list of tags and curated and tagged content,
some concerns that arose included: differentiating between Ward One as a neighborhood
with lived experiences, Ward One as a community of people with shared experiences,
and Ward One as a zoned, political area—a voting district. Had we not interviewed and
heard the voices of former Ward One residents discuss their home in these varying ways,
the distinctions would not have materialized in the project. I found similar distinctions
needed to be made between housing and homes, and between USC as an institution and
USC as a place shared with Ward One.
In trying to formulate data tables, there seemed to be an entanglement of concepts
and place, with locations sometimes working as both places and concepts. For example,
USC and the Palmetto Compress represent concepts in the memories of Ward One
members, as told in their personal narratives. More than simple geo-coordinates on a
map, the University was a place they, as African Americans, were not allowed to even
walk through, much less aspire to attend. The presence of “location,” “temporal start,”
and “temporal end” as fields in the metadata are manifestations of that wrangling. They
were added to address duplicity and separability of time and place. While the fields are
not always relevant and therefore not always populated, they are useful and necessary to
make a timeline work without being restrictive. As functional relationships, time and
place help in sorting and distributing content, and also help to make the argument more
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clear and more separable, even (or especially) when encoded. This separability could
become useful if one wanted to disengage it in order to imagine how content would
coalesce if not attached to an arc of time or embedded in place
To formalize these ideas about systematically narrativizing content before
implementing them, data tables were constructed and two potential algorithms were
conceived. The initial proposed database structure was based on the following rationale:
The data tables showed how content would be related to time, place, and concept, with
the master list of concept tags comprising the “related concepts.” Insistent that content
not become decontextualized for the sake of procedurality, the data system is designed to
keep the set of all related time, place, and concepts in the metadata of each content item
so that it can be expressed as a vector of its constitution, as modeled in Table 4.1.11
By keeping all data in one table and making conceptual connections through it,
contextualization is maintained. As described in section 4.1 of chapter 4, content items
are always defined only as sets of their conceptual features and can never be expressed as
just being about one or two of its concepts. This means, for example, that content item
220 cannot simply be said to only be about the Saxon school. It can only be said that C220
expresses all of its constituent parts: (2social-practice, 2memories, 2community, 1family,
2schools, 1education) and (union train station, saxon_school). To do otherwise would be
to lose meaning. An equally-vital reason for this structure is that it minimizes
reductiveness. By keeping all the metadata together in one table, causal arguments are
minimized. It cannot be said that USC alone caused displacement, but that a larger
11

The new data model for the Ward One app also represents a refinement of a previous model in which
concepts were expressed as having independent relationships with content, resulting in thousands of
reductive relationships that could potentially materialize in different ways. This was an intentional decision
made to discourage certain kinds of un-meaningful, untrue, or unintended relations which would be made
easier by a data structure that might facilitate decontextualization.
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exigent situation did. For instance, the data structure inhibits it from being said that USC
is villainous by saying that USC is segregation, but instead makes the argument that
institutional discrimination is segregating and villainous and that USC is implicated in it.
Restricting this potentially harmful reductiveness is what the new database construction
aims to achieve.
4.3 “MORE?” ALGORITHM DESIGN AND TESTING
In the prototyping stage, two algorithms were derived and tested on paper to
determine if they fulfill the requirements of the project. The first test model sorted items
by weights and looked for content that shared the most matches of high weight on a 3level weighing scale. The second algorithm took into account all shared concepts and the
difference of their weight. The Ward One algorithm implemented in the current back-end
utilizes the latter algorithm but with two weights.12 This is the one that has been
discussed in this paper. The algorithm takes content items represented as sets of concepts
and finds the distance between them in vector space as follows.
For each latent feature that constitutes a content item, there are two match
factors—the concept itself and its weight. Determining a similarity index requires looking
at both parts. Concept match is binary; either it matches (1) or it does not (0). Weight
match is differential. Since there are only two weights (2=explicit or 1=implicit), we can
simply say that if both concepts have the same weight, then the rank is 2. If there is a
difference in weights, the rank is 1. The algorithm suggests the content item with the

12

The first algorithms I developed had three weights because it was imagined that it would provide more
granularity and make more precise connections. However, tagging became difficult. More weights
contribute to more subjective associations since it is difficult to differentiate between low, medium, and
high levels of concepts like racism or love or forgiveness. As a result, tagging by multiple taggers would be
less consistent. On the other hand, with two weights, identifying if a content item is unequivocally about a
concept versus whether it is related only implicitly is easier and more consistent.
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highest cumulative rank from all content that has not been already viewed in the given
interaction. This indexing model is similar to a latent semantic index model, but differs in
its sort and suggest criteria, which suggests content based on conceptual clustering rather
than ranking.
The logic of the algorithm is best shown by example. In a hypothetical first
encounter, the interactor arrives at the site of the Darla Moore School of Business and is
presented with an initial content item for the Coliseum/neighborhood area: a 1968 photo
and message touting the newly constructed Carolina Coliseum as a state of the art
entertainment and educational facility and providing information about events and the
College of Journalism. The latent concepts represented are:

Table 4.1 A content item shown as a composition of its latent concepts
INTRO C357
USC_Site13
Coliseum
Ward_1_Homes
Entertainment (2)
Ward_One (1)
Education (2)
USC_Concept (1)

13

Recall, tags from the list of places and from the list of timeline decades do not have weights. Matches are
definitive and therefore assumed to be 2.
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To find the most similar item, the computer will have to calculate a similarity against
every other item. Compare intro item C357 to C354: an aerial photo of the coliseum under
construction.

Table 4.2 Two content items with their weighted concepts shown for comparison
INTRO C357
USC_Site
Coliseum
Ward_1_Homes
Entertainment (2)
Ward_One (1)
Education (2)
USC_Concept (1)

C354
Coliseum
Ward_1_homes
Urban Renewal (2)
Neighborhood (2)
Ward_one (2)
USC_Concept(2)
School (1)

For the above example, similarity would be calculated as explained above and shown in
the third column 14 below.

Table 4.3 Calculating the similarity between two content items from comparison of their
latent features

INTRO C357
USC_Site
Coliseum
Ward_1_Homes
Entertainment (2)
Ward_One (1)
Education (2)
USC_Concept (1)

C354
Coliseum
Ward_1_homes
Urban Renewal (2)
Neighborhood (2)
Ward_one (2)
USC_Concept(2)
School (1)

14

Concept Match(binary) *Weight
Match
Match Column 2 to Column 1
USC_Site = 0
Coliseum: 1*2 = 2
Ward_1_Homes: 1*2 = 2
Entertainment = 0
Ward_One: 1*1 = 1
Education = 0
USC_Concept: 1*2 = 2
Total similarity between Intro Item
and C354 = 7

If there is a (binary) concept match, the value is 1. If the weight on the concept in both items is equal,
then the weight match value is 2; if they are unequal, the weight match value is 1. The binary concept
match value is multiplied by the weight match value and the sum of total conceptual similarity is calculated
and compared to similarities between the content item being viewed (always shown here as the item on the
left), and other content items. The system suggests the content item with the highest similarity value.
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If, after comparison, item 354 was found to be the most similar item to item 357,
the interactor would have item 354 suggested as her next discovery, and the computer
would then find the item with the highest similarity score to C354. Note, the highest
similarity that any content item could have is its number of latent features multiplied by
2. To reinforce the method, another example is provided. This instance compares item
503 (C503) to item 357 (C357) and calculates their similarity score.
Item 503:
1989: The Koger Center opened January 1989 with a performance by the London
Philharmonic Orchestra. The center for the performing arts features a modern concert hall
with enhanced acoustics designed in consultation with George Izenour and Chris Jaffe.

Table 4.4 Additional example of similarity and suggestion calculation
C503
Johnson_Home
Assembly_St
Ward_1_Homes
Koger_Center
1980s
Entertainment (2)
Neighborhood (1)
Urban_Renewal (1)

INTRO C357
USC_Site
Coliseum
Ward_1_Homes
Entertainment (2)
Ward_One (1)
Education (2)
USC_Concept (1)

.
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Match of Column 2 to Current
Content Item, C503
Johnson_Home = 0
Assembly_St : 0
Ward_1_Homes: 1*2 = 2
Koger_Center = 0
1980s = 0
Entertainment =1*2 = 2
Neighborhood: 0
Urban_Renewal: 0
Total similarity between C503 and
Intro C357 = 4

CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION, INTERACTION, AND REFINEMENT
I presented the database and algorithm design to computer engineer and former
Critical Interactives class member Omar Ansari, who constructed the new database and
populated it with the content that had been curated over four years. Omar had also
engineered the previous data model that was employed in the 2016 version of the App.
See Appendix Figure B.4 for a screenshot of the new database interface. As I interacted
with the database interface, small changes were required to make it more compatible with
the anticipated front-end display on the iPhone and to facilitate the implementation of the
algorithm. Omar programmed the algorithm, integrated it into the database interface, and
also created a portal to interface with the algorithm directly.
The five most similar items are displayed beneath the metadata for each tagged
content item in the database, but this list is informational and not interactive. The portal
interfaces with the algorithm and is interactive. It allows one to choose an initial content
item, and if it has been tagged, the top five most closely related objects are listed.
Clicking on the first suggestion works in the same way the “more?” button will work in
the App. It renders the most similar item for display along with a list of the top five
content items related to the second item. Continually selecting the top item imitates the
way the back-end would be integrated with the front-end. Repeats of content have been
denied.
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I first experimented with the algorithm after I had tagged only about 25 percent of
the content in the database. It produced encouraging results even at that stage. I started
from a random data point—an introduction to Booker T. Washington High School
(BTW), the site from which former Ward One residents graduated before USC acquired
the building. From there, the algorithm took me through a range of varied content about
BTW and ended with one of the two items named “intro concl.” This, coincidentally,
provided narrative closure. The next suggestion was a timeline entry, and following that,
I was led to the African American business district content before getting endlessly
ensnared in the timeline. This seemed a satisfactory beginning and no immediate
adjustments to the algorithm were required. Subsequent testing, performed once
additional content had been added, prompted revision. There was too much variance in
the number of tags per individual content item. This is somewhat unavoidable since some
content is not as meaningful or informative, while others are extremely valuable assets.
However, since suggested content is based on having the maximum relatedness score,
those items with more tags are predisposed to being more relatable. Thus, it was decided
to cap the number of concept tags to seven, while trying to stay below six tags and to
reevaluate some of the previously tagged content with more than six tags and reduce less
explicit concepts.
A full walkthrough of an interaction with the interface and an example of a
narrative created from a randomly selected data point are performed and recounted in
Appendix C. The walkthrough showcases the narrativity of the App and its ability to
move across the map and confront interactors with content that suggests how the
environment she inhabits was formed from the policies and actions of times past.
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At this stage, approximately seventy percent of the database has been tagged, but
some of the most valuable resources, the 2016 video and 2018 audio interviews with
Ward One members, have not been clipped into soundbites, uploaded into the database,
and tagged. Once added, they will likely break up the ensnarement in timeline
suggestions because in the interviews, residents talk about their experiences with racism,
segregation, loss, displacement, poverty, love, faith, and hope. The hypothesis that
interview material will integrate with the timeline, if confirmed, would indicate the
importance of the voice of those who witness history, and the fact that with only
historical data stored in books or folders, and without outward reminders, the erasure of
memory about events would be all too easy.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
According to computer scientist Frederick Brooks, in addressing the design of
design broadly and computational systems specifically, the last stage in a design project
is interaction with the designed object (4-5). According to information science scholar
Winston Royce, the last stage of a design project is progressive operational maintenance
and reevaluation (328-329). And according to Anne Balsamo in writing about the design
of enculturated objects, the last stage of design is reflection and critique (17). From each
perspective, formulating the system requirements and assessing the technology’s success
in meeting them is an end stage of design.
This paper began with a series of questions that established the essential
requirements of the system. Ultimately, I wanted it not simply to tell history, but to
suggest how ideology and policy get enfolded into landscape. I wanted it to be suggestive
and not attribute causality because events are more complex than any single moment in
time. Next, the system needed to use the geolocative and mobile affordances of the
smartphone to encourage people to consider how the present took shape—as they
explored the present space. Conceiving of historical moments as always being a product
of context, and not conducive to being slotted into folders or positioned on a timeline,
helped formalize the structure of the data model. It was the genesis for using latent
concepts to establish contextualizing relationships among occurrences.
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By adding context to historical content in order to connect data conceptually, the
information distribution model produces a historiography in line with our disjointed
understanding of events (described in section 2.2 of chapter 2). Through its
implementation in a geolocative mobile app, it invites interactors to move through space
and reconsider how the historical past shapes the present. In agreement with Brooks,
there is no better indicator of functionality than interaction with the design (5). Although
the Ward One App for which the content distribution system was designed is not yet
complete, interaction with the algorithm interface tests the data model without
interpretive loss. The narratives it produces are worthy of reflection. In fact, looking back
in reflection, as Balsamo recommends, seems an apropos suggestion.
The test of the model presented in this thesis in Appendix C (that which begins
from a 1976 local housing policy) demonstrates the effect of a non-linear historiography.
The content provided can be interpreted by the interactor in many ways; one observation
was that the non-linear presentation of events encourages reflection on the premeditation
of housing policy in the planning stages and how they territorialize land before actually
claiming it. As a rhetorical device that reframes the experience of the present, it performs
as a model of what Hayden White calls practical history-telling (9-10).
But with rhetoricity and performativity, comes responsibility. This is especially
true of technocultural objects. For the sake of transparency and accountability, this paper
has documented the decisions about representation and system design that influence the
way interactors receive information. Because actions in the present and future can be
influenced through statements about the past (Ash 203) and because actions in the present
and future can be influenced by technological mediation in information delivery and
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acquisition (McCorkle 170-172), there is tremendous potential to provoke a
reconsideration of place.
By setting the past within the frame of the present, what the conceptual mapping
system achieved is to enable technology to persuade interactors to formulate a practical
past from a historical one.
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APPENDIX A
THE STORY BEHIND THE NARRATIVE:
URBAN RENEWAL IN WARD ONE AND BEYOND
Ward One refers to the local voting district comprised of the area between
Gervais, Pickens, Heyward, and Huger Streets in Columbia, South Carolina. The area
was home to a thriving African American community from the late 1800s until the early
1960s, when racially informed housing policies declared the neighborhood blighted, the
city of Columbia usurped the land, consequently displacing the community. Nationally,
racial zoning ordinances began as early as 1910 in Baltimore and quickly spread to
southern cities. By 1924, Columbia had issued its own expulsive zoning practices—
beginning the disruption of Ward One. The 1924 ordinance rezoned almost all of the
black residential neighborhoods, streets, sides of streets, or entire blocks in Ward One to
either business or industrial use, making the area inhospitable and incompatible as a
residential neighborhood. And, in additional to “physical manipulation of the landscape,
[the Columbia housing authority] attempted to eliminate or reform social characteristics
associated with black neighborhoods” (Richey 1). Though several federal and state
Supreme Court rulings declared these ordinances illegal, the practices continued. The
1949 Federal Housing Act, which urged cities to employ all means necessary to eliminate
slums and preemptively rehabilitate those urban areas susceptible to blight, coincided
with a time of increased enrollment at the University of South Carolina. The Federal
Housing Act proved advantageous for the University because the economically depressed
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Ward One neighborhood was ideal land which could be taken by eminent domain to
expand the University. Beginning in the early 1960s, this is what happened (Boulknight
8-10). Thus, the sprawling and modern campus that inspires pride and prestige for the
University today has complicated roots in racial discrimination sanctioned by federal and
local housing policies.
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APPENDIX B
PROTOTYPING
Using the 2017 list of “related items” compiled by former class members, I began
by tagging timeline content since it appeared to be the most limited content type in terms
of its range of represented concepts and, therefore, the most likely to be un-suggestive.
From that exercise, it seemed obvious that timeline items are conceptually related to each
other, but now their relationship to other content needed to be established. I edited a
compiled list of phrases that had been excerpted from personal interviews with Ward One
members and proceeded to tag those (Figure B.2 below), all the while making
refinements to and notes about the tagging scheme (Figure B.1 below). Next, I took a
subset of phrases and timeline items and wrote their tags onto index cards along with
their weight. At this stage, I used a three grade weighting scale with three being the
highest in conceptual relatedness. I then tried to match from this selection of content in
the same way that the computer would be commanded (Figure B.3 below).
Tagging a small collection of photos, thinking through suggestion intuitively, and
testing content on paper showed promise. It seemed clear that adding more photos would
increase mobility because photos are location specific while also being tied to conceptual
tags that are free-floating. Other experiments with tagged data were also done through the
juxtaposition of content in found poetry, gifs, and montaged videos. Using index cards as
prototypes, these preliminary experiments helped to envision a way to structure the
database so as to operationalize the relational tagging scheme as I had devised it.
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Figure B.1 Refining the tag list

Figure B.2 Prototyping conceptual and weighted data representation
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Figure B.3 Prototyping content suggestion

Table B.1 Master tag table










Term

Type

Added
By

urban_renewal

Related
Concept

blight

Related
Concept

USC_concept

Related
Concept

Andrew
Battelini/
Sadia
Khan
Andrew
Battelini/
Sadia
Khan
Andrew
Battelini/
Sadia
Khan

city_planning

Related
Concept

Sadia
Khan
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Similarly Tagged Concepts
1) Urban Development. 2) Economic
development. 3) A general tag for
the policies which displaced
communities to redevelop the land.
4) Gentrification
1) Slums. 2) The strategic policy of
declaring land blighted, and the
object of that policy.
1) University of South Carolina as an
institution of higher education and
policy maker/influencer
1) Columbia Housing Authority. 2)
Municipal policies specific to urban
renewal.



housing

Related
Concept



eminent_domain

Related
Concept



segregation

Related
Concept



discrimination

Related
Concept

ward_one

Related
Concept



Sadia
Khan

Sadia
Khan
Andrew
Battelini/
Sadia
Khan

Sadia
Khan
Andrew
Battelini/
Sadia
Khan

police

Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept

Andrew
Battelini/
Sadia
Khan
Charissa
Pichai/
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan



economics

Related
Concept

Sadia
Khan




politics
churches

Related
Concept
Related

Sadia
Khan
Sadia



race_related



civil_rights



education



AfAm_business



Related
Concept
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1) Re-Zoning. 2) Relocation. 3)
Related to housing policies
1) The expropriation of private
property for public use, with
payment of compensation. 2) Related
to eminent domain and its effects.

1) Incidents of segregation based on
race. 2) Jim Crow
1) Experience with bias, prejudice,
and/or inequality where race is not
explicitly mentioned. 2) Tag
race_related also where racial
motivation is mentioned or directly
implied.
1) The Ward as a Geographic area
(politically defined voting area). 2) A
zoned area as defined by policy.
1) Related to racism and race
relations. 2) Policies (housing,
education, etc.) of systemic
discrimination based on race. 3)
Recounts of personal encounters of
racially motivated antagonism.

1) Related to the right to political
and social freedom and equality.
1) Education also includes schooling
1) African American businesses
1) Mentions of police or police
interaction
1) Economic policies. 2) Also, that
which relates to production,
consumption, material prosperity,
and standard of living. 3) Local
businesses (not Af_Am)
1) The activities associated with the
governance of a country or other
area, especially with respect to
balance of power
1) Places of worship. 2) also tag



schools



faith



family



neighborhood



community



employment



all_american_city



entertainment



good_times_gone



displaced_people



ambitions



poor_but_happy



incarceration



friendship



memories



poverty



disappointment



health



love



forgiveness

Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept

Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan

Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept

Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan

Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept

Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan

Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept

Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
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"faith" if applicable
1) Places of educational instruction.
2) also tag "education" if applicable
1) of or related to faith 2) also
includes religion
1) Family life, home life
1) Ward One as a place of common
lived experience. 2) Includes
descriptions of homes and
neighborhood, especially by Ward
One members
1) People and sense of communion
(as opposed to geographical place)
1) Jobs, labor and skills
1) National Award
1) Weekend, pastimes, fun activities,
music, bars and drinking
1) Memories of good times disrupted
or ended. 2) Romanticizing
memories.
1) Related to eviction of persons or
families.
1) Ward members recount their
ambitions
1) Positive recollections in spite of
poverty or lack of resources
1) also includes crime. (Tag "police"
separately, if appropriate)
1) Friendship
1) Recollections of Ward One
members about any place, time, or
concept
1) Poverty or lack of personal
resources
1)Expressions of disappointment
1) Health topics 2) also includes
hospitals
1) Love for friends, family, home,
community.
1) Reconciliation



social_practice



food



national

Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Concept

Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Andrew
Battelini
Andrew
Battelini
Andrew
Battelini
Andrew
Battelini
Andrew
Battelini
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan



local



regional



Betty Corbin




Arthur Jones
Richard
Caughman




Mattie Johnson
Rowena
Matthews




Calvin Hawkins
Carrie Bell
Tucker



Albert Tucker

Related
Concept
Related
Concept
Related
Person
Related
Person
Related
Person
Related
Person
Related
Person
Related
Person
Related
Person
Related
Person



Celia Dial Saxon

Related
Person

Charissa
Pichai



Lester Bates



Agnes Perez



Harold Brunton




BTW
union_train_stati
on

Related
Person
Related
Person
Related
Person
Related
Site
Related
Site
Related
Site
Related
Site
Related

Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Andrew
Battelini
Andrew
Battelini
Andrew
Battelini
Andrew
Battelini
Andrew





saxon_school
palmetto_compre
ss_site
johnson_home
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1) Social life (ex. Barbershop, Juke
Joint, drinking 'likker')
1) mentions of food as a memory or
experience
1) Related to national policies,
economy, or social order
1) Related to Columbia or South
Carolina 2) Related to local
influence of municipal policy
1) Specifically related to geographic
region.
Ward One resident and organization
member.
Ward One resident and organization
member.
Ward One resident and organization
member.
Ward One resident and organization
member.
Ward One resident and organization
member.
Ward One resident and organization
member.
Ward One resident and organization
member.
Ward One resident and organization
member.
African American school teacher and
activist for the welfare of women and
girls in Columbia, SC. (1857-1935)
Mayor of Columbia (19581970).Councilman: Columbia City
Council (1944-1952).
Ward One resident and founder of
the Ward One Organization.
USC dean of administration (19631983).
Booker T. Washington Hub; BTW
High School
Union Train Station Hub
Celia Dial Saxon School
Compress Hub
827 Assembly Street
















Site
Related
Site

Battelini
Andrew
Battelini

Related
Site

Andrew
Battelini

Related
Site
Related
Site
coliseum
Related
Site
honeycombs
Related
Site
j_p_sciences
Related
university_terrace Site
Related
Site
state_house
Related
Site
assembly_st
Related
Site
washington_st

Andrew
Battelini
Andrew
Battelini
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Charissa
Pichai
Charissa
Pichai
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan

USC_site
Intersection of S.
Bull Street and
Heyward Street
Intersection of
Rice Street and
Bull Street

ward_1_homes
ward_1_business
es



koger_center



olympia_mills




horseshoe
greene_street_me
thodist
new_samaritan_b
aptist




waverly_hospital

Related
Site
Related
Site
Related
Site
Related
Site
Related
Site
Related
Site
Related
Site
Related
Site

Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Charissa
Pichai
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
Sadia
Khan
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pins to Greene and Sumter (USC as a
place, not a policy maker)

Carolina Coliseum, Frank McGuire
Arena
Honeycomb dormitories (Honors
Housing)
Jones Physical Science Building
Columbia Housing Authority
Housing (Bull St Parking Garage)
South Carolina State House

Ward One Homes Hub (includes
Park St., Lincoln St., and Assembly
St. between Blossom St. and
Pendleton St.)
Business District Hub
Koger Center of the performing arts

Historic Horseshoe at USC

Historic African American hospital
(1952-1973)

Figure B.4 Database interface and metadata
This screen shot of the data entry interface shows the metadata used to make connections
and present content. Those fields include:
Filetype, [Media] Type, Source, Name, Short Description, [full] Description, Locations
(from geolocations on master tag list), Thumbnail, Started [temporal], Ended [temporal],
Legacy Date Created, Legacy Created By, Legacy Date Added, Related Concepts (from
concepts on master tag list) and their weights. Section 3.2 of chapter 3 provides details
about the metadata fields.
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APPENDIX C
WALKING THROUGH WARD ONE THROUGH THE SYSTEM INTERFACE
A walkthrough of interaction with the content suggestion interface is depicted and
chronicled in the figures, tables and sections below.

Figure C.1 Demonstrating movement across the map
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Table C.1 Content suggestions based on conpetual similarity beginning from a random
point
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C.1 A DESCRIPTIVE WALKTHROUGH
Implemented in the geolocative device, the algorithm would choose an initial
content item based on geolocation. For this example, a random data point was chosen
from the interface. The random item, item 493, is a 1976 local housing policy. To
demonstrate how the algorithm encourages movement and exploration, a starting point
was marked on the map. Since it was selected at random, it is marked near the center of
the map, upon the author’s discretion. The difficulty of placing a date on a map is
exemplary of the argument that policy exists everywhere and nowhere in particular. All
other points 2 - 6 are suggested by the algorithm (not randomly) and are therefore marked
on the map at their location. From the 1976 housing policy that shifted efforts from
decentralized low-income housing to providing single-family homes across Richland
County, “more?” content is retrieved. The next content item that is suggested is a 2000
Columbia Housing Authority policy which continued to purchase single-family homes
and convert them into low-income housing. Only through conceptual contextualization,
the algorithm links these policies which are actually fundamentally linked, with the 1976
policy being essentially replaced by the 2000 policy.
After this, the interactor is provided a series of pictures of the construction of the
Honeycomb dormitories which were built in the 1960s. This is followed by a video of the
Columbia mayor and USC officials unrolling their plans for University expansion in
1965. The next suggestion shows a video of that policy being enacted. In the video, the
lots being cleared are part of the development plan unrolled in the previous suggestion.
The next suggestion is a report from 1964 premeditating the clearing of land around
Blossom Street, near the site of the previous video.
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Over the course of nine more content suggestions, the interactor is taken to the
Koger Center and Coliseum and shown content about both locations and the homes that
were razed to construct them. In between, they are introduced to policies and events that
played a part in the evolving landscape. Finally, connecting the memory of the nowdemolished Honeycomb dormitory to the memory of the beloved high school of the Ward
One community, the algorithm guides the interactor to Booker T. Washington.
In this example, over the course of 15 content items, the interactor is shown a
variety of historical facts, photos, and video, guided across the Ward One Homes Hub
and into the Booker T. Washington Hub, where a new constellation of content is
presented. All the while the interactor is confronted with context for the way things came
to be as they are. By successfully functioning to create a narrative about the place one
inhabits, the algorithm shows that a latent conceptual features model is a good
approximation of contextualization.
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